A walk-in-interview will be held on **2.30 p.m. on April 11 (Wednesday), 2012** in the Department of Physics, Tezpur University, Napaam, Tezpur-784028, for appointment of 01 (one) Junior Research Fellow (JRF) in DST sponsored project entitled “A **plasma-based study of solar equilibrium structure and fluctuation dynamics**” under Dr. P. K. Karmakar, Assistant Professor & Principal Investigator, Department of Physics, Tezpur University, Napaam, Tezpur-784028.

**Fellowship** : Rs. 16000/-+HRA as per rule.

**Duration** : 03 (three) years or till completion of the project whichever is earlier.

**Qualification** : First class MSc. degree with specialization in Plasma Physics/Astrophysics/Theoretical Physics/Applied Mathematics. NET/GATE qualified candidates may get preference.

Interested candidates may appear before the interview board with original documents and photocopies of mark sheets, certificate, testimonial, caste certificate (if applicable), experience certificate and a copy of recent curriculum vitae (CV). They may also send their latest CV with full particulars to PI by e-mail at (e-mail: pkk.766@rediffmail.com) as early as possible.

*No TA/DA will be paid for attending the interview.*

**For further details contact:-**
Dr. P.K.Karmakar, Principal Investigator,
Department of Physics,
Tezpur University/
Phone (03712) - 275562
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